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also, what form of drm are we talking about here various crysis entries have been
found to include the anti-tamper component of securom still active and enabled,
but with the drm functionalities disabled. typically speaking pcgamingwiki doesn't
per se treat the anti-tamper component of securom as drm, as it only rears its
head when attempting to do stuff like inject third-party dll files, and otherwise
don't enforce any form of copy protection (which differs from denuvo anti-tamper,
for example, which has its occasional online connectivity requirement). this
doesn't seem to be a big issue as most people use the x64 binaries, but i have to
admit that the modders were right, crysis is far more stable in its 32 bits version,
using some texture mods, i had crashes with the x64 version back then that just
disappeared using the x32 binaries, so i think this should be noted on the wiki
page of both games well, there is a x64 version of crysis warhead, which works
perfectly fine, and it's only when we play the drm-enabled version of warhead that
we hear it, and only when you're starting the game, not when you're playing it
there was a "special" version of crysis warhead on gog, which worked by trying to
emulate the 32 bits version of crysis, it didn't work correctly, but it was the only
game on gog that had this special version of the game i think it was a crytek
limitation that the x64 version didn't support the anti-tamper component of
securom, so if you get the x64 version of crysis warhead, you might notice that
you won't be able to play it because the anti-tamper component of securom is still
active
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The task at hand was to somehow hack the iPhone, like using a hammer on a
piece of hard plastic, so that we could get the code running. After examining the

handset in minute detail it was obvious that this would be no mean feat and would
require either a screwdriver or a knife and many, many hours of work. So it was
decided that we needed the benefit of a big bloke. There were, like, more than a

couple of them in the Cactie so they all had a choice. Rony continued with his
selection while the rest of us set about dividing the payload into pieces that could
get more of the phone. To Rony's trepidation came the fat one, a 13-year-old lad
called Ali Kaida. Ali, you have to promise to be very quiet and let Rony do all the
work. Right. Because I like him. He can do stuff that I can’t do. I can’t argue with
that. We took Ali aside and told him to listen to Rony. Good lad. Ali knew what we

meant and he had the looks of a trained killer. We began attaching the various
bits and pieces and then the question of power supply came up. For this two 12V
batteries were taken from vehicles that were less than a month out of the shop.
We also took the phone apart and noticed that the battery pack was missing, so
that would need checking. Rony took the 12V batteries to his ‘mad-boiler’. In it

there was a small inverter. That would give us an output of 12V but with the help
of the mad-boiler we could convert that to 48V. Then, and only then, we could run

our work. Next was a re-thinking of the payload itself and we had a decision to
make. Should we aim for the least amount of vulnerability, or the most? There was

no great difficulty being decisive. We wanted to do the least damage we could.
We decided that the least we could do would be the setup we had with the aim of
making vulnerable the capture, data exportation and data reception. This would

be the first step to a complete series of blind attacks where the iPhone would feed
the information to our tools, which would become the only source of nourishment.
We hoped that such blind attacks would be the lesser of the evils, since the most
important thing is not to disclose that you’ve got access to the iPhone and thus to
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any passwords or codes. Once we had studied the tools we decided that two
would be best for this. For the capture we would take the ADATA UDMA 010. For
the exportation we would take the RX-250. Finally for the reception, which is the

most complicated of all, we would take a flat screen that could capture video from
the iPhone’s camera. Our next concern was that the phone could be wet or

dropped, which could have an effect on the film and DVD drive. So we made sure
the phone would be very secure. We checked the casing all over and attached two
screws to it. We then had two 30cm cables on each side of the screen, soldered to
the DVD drive. Because of this, we had to disconnect the two batteries and then
connect them one by one, slowly. One hour later, the testing process came to an

end with the whole thing running perfectly. It was the time to take delivery of
Rony’s codename ‘Ming’ and to ask him to get down to work. He was the only one
of the group who, with his all-round skills as a programmer and electronics expert,

could really contribute in this way. 5ec8ef588b
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